**wine cellar**, wine cellars  
*(Nomen)*  
*Definition:* an underground place for storing wine at a constant temperature  
*Übersetzung:* Weinkeller  
*Beispiel:* Do you want to take a look at our wine cellar?

**store**  
*(Verb)*  
*Definition:* to keep something while not in use, generally in a place meant for that purpose  
*Übersetzung:* lagern  
*Beispiel:* I'll store these books in the attic.

**box, boxes**  
*(Nomen)*  
*[boks]*  
*Definition:* a rectangular container, usually with a hinged lid  
*Übersetzung:* Kiste  
*Beispiel:* Put the old stuff back into the box, would you?

**ladder, ladders**  
*(Nomen)*  
*[ˈlædə]*  
*Definition:* a frame usually portable, of wood, metal, or rope, for ascent and descent, consisting of two side pieces to which are fastened cross strips or rounds forming steps
Übersetzung: Leiter

Beispiel: To get into the attic, one has to ascend an old ladder.

torch, torches  [tɔːʃ] (Nomen)

Definition: a portable source of electric light

Übersetzung: Taschenlampe

Beispiel: Ernst slipped and dropped his torch on the flagstones, shattering the bulb and plunging us into darkness.

Synonym(e): flashlight (AE)

battery, batteries (Nomen)

Definition: a device that produces electricity by a chemical reaction between two substances

Übersetzung: Batterie

Beispiel: Do you have some batteries to put into my torch?